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Predatory Intent Under Uncertainty

ABSTRACr

Current analyses of predatory behavior neglect tnlcertainty. Its

presence complicates a firm's evaluation of profits and risks associated

with various pricing strategies. Using a price leadership tIDdel (with the
~ .;.- ..

supply of the canpetitive fringe not known in advance), we show that a risk

averse· dominant firm will. price lower than the .price which tnaJd.m:i.zes

expected profits. Such behavior could be misconstrued as being predatory

if marginal and average variable cost rules are used for establishing the

proof of predation.
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Hevised

PREDATORY INTENT UNDER UNCERTAINIY

The potential for predatory behavior has stim.ll.ated substantial

research by economists, especially towards developing relevant criteria for

identifying such behavior. Qmrts focus on marginal and average variable

cost roles for establishing proof of intent, with sane attention given to

the following standard: pricing is considered Predatory if profits are

foregone in the short run in anticipation of attaining long run market

power to raise prices and recoup tenporary losses. Ordover and Willig1

generalize this notion by considering price decisions wherein the rival

remains the viable.

This note demmstrates that a policy which sacrifices profits can be

mtivated legitimately and appropriately by risk reduction. '1bJs, the

determination of predatory intent by ~ daninant i. firm. nust take. uncertainty

into account.

1 Ordover and Willig, "An Econanic Definition of Predation, Pricing
and Product Innovation, II 91 Yale L. J. (1980).
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I. A Proposed Modified General Standard

Predatory behavior can be viewed as a strategic response by an inctm

bent firm to a rival's (or potential rival's) canpetition. According to

Groover and Willig (<lV), the behavior sacrifices sane profit that can be

earned by the incunbent in canpetitive circumstances in order to induce

exit (or prevent entry) and gain additional tronOpoly power . They stD!ss

that predatory actions can take the form of predatory pricing, predatory

innovation, predatory investment in capacity, or predatory advertising. In

each case, the intent of the :inctmi>ent is to drive the rival out of

business with the hope of earning larger long-run profits than would be
- -

earned if the entrant remained in the market. 2

Necessary structural conditions for predatory intent to be infermd

are high concentration and entry barriers. The -key issue to ClV is whether

profit sacrificed by the incumbent is in excess of the profit the incunbent

would sacrifice if the rival firm were to remain viable. Thus,

exit-inducing actions do not involve predatory intent if they are nerely

part of canpetitive interactions. The problem in distinguishing

competitive from predatory behavior arises beca.tise the firm's policy choice

tm.1St be made prior to the resolution of the uncertainty, and it is judged

after the resolution of uncertainty. 3

2Ordover and Willig point out that the profit sacrifice need not
entail a current (relative) loss in exchange for a future gain. Predatory
behavior that fails to induce exit could·· yield higher current profits than
a non-predatory alternative. In such situations, the profit sacrifice is
reflected in lower future profits for the no exit scenario.

3For exaII¥>le, the Areeda-Tumer (AT) average variable cost test for
predatory pricing and the comparison of price with marginal.cost are two
tests that can fail if tmcertainty plays such a role.
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Since daninant fims often nust choose price before market conditions

are fully known, the courts 1Il.1St carefully consider whether~ ante pricing .

policy decisions are, in fact, predatory when ~~ results are observed.

For exanple, a firm armouncing its price tmder conditions of tn1certain

demand may be obliged to produce at an output level where price is less

than marginal cost, (assuming there is a large penalty for turning away

customers) . MJreover, in such an envirornnent, a risk-averse fiIm will

choose policies that diverge fran the expected (non-predatory) profit

maximizing policy choice of a risk-neutralfiIm. Thus, policy choices will

errerge which ~ ~appear not to be profit-maximizing; such choices may

be interpreted as predatory. However, pricing policies which reduce risk

are coq>lex and case-specific; hence, the analyst has a substantially

larger and mre complicated burden in for establishing "intent."

II. A Numerical Exagple

One can de100nstrate that in order to avoid erroneous determinations

regarding predation, the OW approach needs to incorporate uncertainty into

the analysis. For instance, Table 1 below is the same as their Table 1,

except here, the profit variance is also shown for each action. '!he

variance is a IIEaSure of the dispersion of a randan variable about its

mean, which indicates, on average, the square deviation of profits fran the

tnean.

TABlE 1

Incumbent •s Expected Profits (and Variance)

Actual Action Alternative Action

Rival is Viable

Rival Exits

100 (5)

110 (6)

105 (20)
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The expected profits with the actual action are $100 when the rival

remains viable and $110 if the rival leaves. 4 Thus, the incunbent has a

profit incentive to drive out the rival. However, the actual action may

not be predatory since the alternative action was riskier, as is reflected

in the higher profit variance. A risk-averse decision maker would have

made a choice between the two policies taking into account the riskiness of

the alternatives. The actual action could be preferred on the basis of

risk-return trade-offs -- without any predatory intent. In particular, the

actual action could be optimally chosen over the alternative action, W1en

the incumbent does not expect rival exit.

On the other hand, assuming each action had the same risk, the

incunbent could have earn.ed $105 profit if the alternative action were

tmdertaken and the rival were to remain viable .. '!he incumbent vn1ld

sacrifice profits of $5 as a result of exit-inducing behavior (in the hopes

of attaining the $110 profit earned by forcing the rival to leave). 'lhus,

by the definition of predation, if the risks~ the~ the exit-inducing

action tmdertaken by the incunbent is predatory. Conversely, let the

actual/viable cell expected payoff be :$107 instead of $100, while all other

payoffs remain the SaIlE). If the actual action entailed nuch higher risk

than the alternative, therl predatory action could be present.

The introduction of risk complicates the CM test. First, one needs to

examine the structural characteristics of the market and determine if

predation is rational. Second, the fact finder nust analyze price, output

flows, capital invest:l:Ients, and marketing practices to see if any of these

400 did not explicitly define viability. A finn is viable if it can
costlessly re-enter the market.
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seriously affect a rival's viability. Finally,the observer nust establish

a competitive response for the incumbent different from the actual

resPonSe, (entailing greater present-value profits for the incumbent tmOOr

assuned continued viability of the rival). A conclusion that actual

behavior is predatory is appropriate only if canparablerisks are invOlved.

The information burdens are significant, since ex ante perceptions and

risk-return valuation nust now be factored into the analysis.

III. Dominant FiI.nl Price Leadership Model

An illustrative test for determining predation can be devised by

examining the dominant-firm pricing IOOdel, where the price leader takes the

supply of a canpetitive fringe into account men establishing its

constrained-profit maximizing price. 5 This mOOl was used by McGee6 to

chalienge Scherer' s7 focus on a firm's output behavior as an indicator of

predation. In this mdel, the sudden appearance of a set of fringe firms

could cause the previously tmconstrained profit-maximizer to expand or

reduce quantity supplied -- without predation occurring (in the sense of

sacrificed profits tmder viability). In his article which is skeptical of

various "roles" for 'identifying predation, McGee also notes that" •.•

outright mistakes can occur in the real world. Costs and demands may also

shift tmexpectedly. . • Sln.ttdowns or failures may also occur. Yet, no one

has been preying on anyone else, and no one has been trying to exclude

5See any standard internediate microeconomic text for an exposition of
the llDOOl.

6Jo1:m. S. McGee, ''Predatory Pricing Revisited." J. Law and Economics.
289 (1980).

7Scherer, ''Predatory Pricing and the Shernm>. Act: A Conmmt," 89
Harvard L. Rev. 869 (1976).
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entry." Here we consider tmcertainty in the fringe supply curve, which

causes tmcertainty with respect to the residual demand facing the daninant

f . 8
lIIIl.

Consider the following scenario: an equilibrium is disrupted by the

entry of new finns who bec~ part of the canpetitive fringe. Besides

shifting out the expected fringe supply, entry increas~s the variance. In

response to entry and the increased variability of fringe supply, the

daninant finn cuts price substantially. If this price reduction drove out

a marginal firm, a predatory pricing suit could be initiated against the

daninant finn, which is innocent of predatory intent. 9 Such a situation is

illustrated below.

Figure 1 depicts the 1OOdel: the competitive fringe, whose supply

curve is shown as PF, limits the price that can· be charged by the daninant

finn -- whose marginal cost is shown by Me. The daninant finn is assumed

to be the supplier of last resort -- it armounces the price (Pm) and has to

make sure the market demand (X = alb - Pm./b) is satisfied. The output ofm

the canpetitive fringe expands to where the fringe marginal cost equals the
. .

announced price. 'Ihus, the residual demand, Xo ~ is equal to ~ - Xp,

market demand less the fringe supply.

~or a trore technical exposition of these points, see Sanford V. Berg
and Richard E. Romano, ''The Identification of Predatory Behavior in the
Presence of Uncertainty," International Journal of Industrial Organization
3 (1985), 231-243. Also see· ThOIDaS W. Gillig811 and Michael L. SmirloCk,
''Predation and Cross-Subsidization in the Value Maximizing Multiproduct
Finn," Southern Economic Journal July (1983). They show that a nnlltiproduct
firm prOdUCing goodS with different risk characteristics can appear to
engage incross-subsidization for the purpose of predatory pricing when it
is only reducing overall finn risk. We show that a single product firm can
have the sane rrotivation.

9Fm: example, in Inglis Bakery, 668 F. 2d 104 (9th Circuit 1981), it
could have beenarguecf"'EIiat the grOWth of captive bakers shifted in the
residual demand, and increased the variance of that demand. Such a defense
could then be evaluated in terms of the supporting evidence.
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Let us introduce uncertainty into the nndel in a highly stylized way:

The supply of the competitive fringe experiences additive shifts. Assune

PF = C +~ + 0

PF = 25 + ·5X:F + 0

where

o = +5, 0, or -5, with equal likelihood.

Figure 1 depicts· the profit-maximizing outccma of the dominant firm if

0=+5. Here, the fringe costs are relatively high, giving the price leader

mre leeway in establishing price. Let the market demand be the following:

PM = 100 -~,

If total costs for the dominant firm are

TCn = 10xn + .25~,

we calculate marginal cost:

MCD = 10 + .5XO.
The profit maximizing price is $40.95, with total profits of $804. Howev

er, if the price leader calls forth the $40.95 price, and 0 = -5, the

fringe supply is

PF = 20 + .5~

Now, the dominant firm's output will be only 17.15, instead of 37.14 (as it

was when the fringe supply was higher, 0 = +5). That firm's profits

plummet to $457.26.

¥igure 2 depicts the expected profits (shown on the vertical axis)

associated with different ~ ante prices. The profit variance is shown on

the horizontal axis, with therisk/retum combinations of three illustra

tive prices identified. Such a risk/return frontier characterizes economic

choices under tmcertainty. Note that although expected profits

are maxi.mi.zed at Pn = $38.57, a risk averse dominant firm could choose to
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set a lower price, say $36. In the latter case, the profit variance is

about one-fourth of vilat it would be at the higher price that maximized

expected profits. A price of $32 yields the same variance, but lower

profits, so that ~ ante strategy is dominated by $36. Alternatively, a

risk minimizer would price about $34, earning an expected profit of $559.

'lhis price is even lower than the price that would be chosen when the

fringe supply was known with certainty to have 0 = -5. Clearly, the

optimal choice for the firm depends on its preference stnlcture %hich

reflects its willingness to take on risk in exchange for higher expected

returns.

What matters now are expected values (not ~~ results) and the

degree of risk aversion for the daninant firm. The presence of tmcertainty

-- here characterized as a known probability distribution with 0 = +S ,0,

or -5 asS'llDEd to be equally likely -- greatly c~licates the determination

of foregone profits, since the risks associated with alternative pricing

strategies are seldan the same.

IV. <1>nclusions

We have attempted to demonstrate :that curr~t analyses of predatGry

behavior neglect sone important considerations, nanely, a canplicated set

of profit/risk evaluations. Following McGee, the argurent developed here

provides ,an additional line' of reasoning weakening the argument that courts

can ~e various "roles" to identify predation. While the CM rule is not

invalidated by the introduction of tmcertainty, it nust be oodified and

made oore precise by 'formally introducing risk into the analysis. This

presentation implies that an analyst, for exanple, would need to (i)

ascertain the ~ ante perceptions of uncertainty by the finn, '(ii)

tmderstand how the policy instrt.mm.ts in question are perceived to affect
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uncertainty, and (iii) determine the firm's valuation of risk reduction.

This logical sequence suggests that if uncertainty is not a key issue,

the remaining issues are 1OOOt. Similarly, if the policy choice in question

need not be made prior to the resolution of uncertainty, the investigator

can halt this line of inquiry. The next step, obtaining an understanding

of the link between a policy instroment and risk reduction, while

difficult, is a key factor in the defense of a firm accused of predation.

Another factor, fil.'m' s valuation of risk reduction, may be implied fran its

purchase of insurance and the discount rate implied by past decisions.

Fran the standpoint of policy, the data requiremmts may be substantial,

and the resulting legal hassles are not insignificant; however, a formal

analysis Im.1St introduce tmcertainty for both completeness and precision.


